General 2.5 power law of metallic glasses
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Metallic glass (MG) is an important new category of materials,
but very few rigorous laws are currently known for defining its
“disordered” structure. Recently we found that under compression, the volume (V) of an MG changes precisely to the 2.5 power
of its principal diffraction peak position (1/q1). In the present
study, we find that this 2.5 power law holds even through the
first-order polyamorphic transition of a Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG. This
transition is, in effect, the equivalent of a continuous “composition”
change of 4f-localized “big Ce” to 4f-itinerant “small Ce,” indicating
the 2.5 power law is general for tuning with composition. The
exactness and universality imply that the 2.5 power law may be a
general rule defining the structure of MGs.
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etallic glasses (MGs) possess many unique and superior
properties, such as extremely high strength, hardness, and
corrosion resistance, etc., making them promising metallic materials with widespread applications (1, 2). Thousands of MGs with
a wide range of compositions and properties have been synthesized
over the past decades. However, so far the development of MGs is
mainly based on tedious composition mapping in multicomponent
space to pinpoint the combination of elements with optimized
glass-forming ability (GFA). This method for development of MGs
is a time- and resource-intensive strategy of trial and error which
highlights the need for the guidance of a general theory (2, 3).
Intensive research effort has been devoted to finding general rules
in various MGs to understand the fundamentals and to guide the
development of new MGs (4, 5). Quantitative correlations between
their properties have been observed. For instance, compressive
yield strength and elastic moduli of MGs are found to be intimately
connected with their glass transition temperature Tg (6–10), and
the ductility, fragility (11, 12), and Poisson’s ratio of MGs are
closely related (13–16). The extensive correlations in properties
suggest that the disordered MGs may share general rules in their
structure. To clarify this scenario, detailed and accurate structural
information spanning short range to long range is required. However, the current experimental probes and theories are limited to
local structure in MGs (17). Therefore, understanding how the
atoms efficiently fill up the 3D space and how this controls the bulk
properties of MGs remains a long-standing theoretical challenge
(18–23). To date, few general and exact rules regarding structure–
property relationships have been established in MGs (23).
Encouraging progress on understanding structure–property
relationships in MGs has recently been made through the discoveries of the noncubic (2.3 or 2.5) power laws that correlate
the principal diffraction peak (PDP) position q1 with the bulk
density ρ or average atomic volume, Va, i.e., ρ∝(q1)D or Va∝(1/q1)D,
where D equals ∼2.3 with varying the composition of MGs at
ambient pressure (19) or ∼2.5 for tuning the density of MGs with
pressure (22, 24). Whereas composition and pressure show similar
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exponents in the power laws in MGs, composition and pressure
are two independent variables for controlling the density (volume)
of materials; they usually have dramatically different effects on MGs.
For example, pressure is thought to cause only elastic densification
in MGs without obvious structural change because of their already
densely packed structure; the structure and properties of MGs are
very sensitive to even minor compositional variations (25, 26). In
addition, to achieve composition change, different samples usually
have to be synthesized. And, many other variables are thought to
be inevitably involved, making the compositional change complex
(23). Therefore, some basic questions have been perplexing to the
glass community: Why do “complex” compositional and “simple”
pressure power laws show similar exponents? Is there any connection between them? These questions remain unanswered and
have been the major obstacle in understanding the nature of these
noncubic power laws.
To address these questions, a systematic study in the 2D pressurecomposition space seems to be required. However, the consistency
of the data in this kind of study will be questionable. Alternatively,
in the present study, we choose the polyamorphous Ce68Al10Cu20Co2
MG as a model system. It is well known that Ce-based MG systems show a polyamorphic transition between ∼2 GPa and ∼5 GPa
caused by the pressure-induced 4f electron localized-to-itinerant
transition (27, 28). During this polyamorphic transition, both the
atomic size and the electronegativity of Ce are significantly changed
(29). Composition tuning in MGs mainly means the variation
of atomic size and electronegativity of components, which controls the formation of MGs (30). Therefore, although nothing
changes in the nucleus, for MGs this pressure-induced polyamorphic transition is equivalent to a continuous “composition”
change with the 4f-localized “big Ce” gradually substituted
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Fig. 1. In situ high-pressure XRD measurements of Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG.
(A) XRD patterns from 0.8 to 21.0 GPa. (Inset) Image of samples loaded in a
DAC. (B) The 2π/q1 versus pressure P [dashed lines are from the Birch–Murnaghan
isothermal equation of state (BM-EOS) fitting in Fig. 3]. Error bars are smaller
than the symbol size.

by 4f-itinerant “small Ce.” As a result, we are able to vary both
pressure and composition of a MG in a well-controlled way for the
first time, to our knowledge.
Results and Discussion
The Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG samples were prepared by copper
mold casting technique. Using in situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction (XRD) and the recently developed in situ high-pressure
full-field nanoscale transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM), the q1
and volume V were accurately measured as a function of pressure
(see Materials and Methods for details). Fig. 1A shows a series of
XRD patterns collected in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). Fig. 1B
shows the 2π/q1 as a function of pressure. The 2π/q1 is believed to
correlate with the average interatomic spacing in MGs (31–33),
which thus could reflect the structural evolution with volume
(density) variance under pressure. Two glassy states can be identified in Fig. 1B. They are separated by a transition region between
∼2 GPa and ∼5 GPa, indicating a polyamorphic transition in
Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG. This phenomenon is similar to those observed in many other rare-earth-elements–based MGs showing
kinks of q1 under pressure (27, 28, 34, 35).
The sample volume change during compression can be directly
measured by TXM, which is proportional to the total number of
Zeng et al.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional renderings of reconstructed tomographic data of
Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG at different pressures. A small particle shown beside the
sample is the gold fiducial marker.
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voxels within the 3D renderings shown in Fig. 2. The relative volume change V/V0 as a function of pressure thus can be derived (Fig.
3). A low-density amorphous (LDA) state (<∼2 GPa) and a highdensity amorphous (HDA) state (>∼5 GPa) with a transition region in between can be identified. These results directly confirm
the first-order polyamorphic transition from LDA to HDA states
with large differences in both the bulk modulus and density (a K0
increase of 47%, and a density increase of ∼9.6% when extrapolated to 0 GPa) for the first time, to our knowledge. The sample
volume changes calculated from diffraction peak positions using
the power-law relationship (24) V/V0∝(q10 =q1)D with different exponents (D = 3.0 and 2.5) are also plotted for comparison. The 2.5
power-law volume data are surprisingly in good agreement with the
TXM data (difference is less than 0.4% below 7 GPa) with accuracy comparable to the XRD of crystalline materials, whereas the
cubic power law shows increasing deviation with pressure from the
TXM volume data (a difference of ∼4% at ∼8 GPa).
Because both q1 (Fig. 1) and V (Fig. 3) are obtained from experiments, with the common variable P, the relationship between
q1 and V can be simply established by transfer of variables. Fig. 4A
shows the relative volume change (V/V0) as a function of relative q1
shifting (q1 =q10 ) in Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG compared with the data
of another three regular MGs from ref. 24. Despite the polyamorphic transition in Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG, all of the samples
including Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG can be well described by the same
2.5 power law. It thus unambiguously demonstrates that the powerlaw relationship V =V0 = ðq1 =q10 Þ−2.5 is strictly and universally followed by any MG with pressure and even compositional change.
The previously reported 2.3 compositional power law is based
on the data of different MG samples at ambient pressure (19).
To reexamine the compositional power law, we synthesized seven
different bulk MGs with large coverage of q1 from 2.2 to 2.8 Å−1.
With consistent experimental conditions, the density and XRD of
the seven MGs were measured carefully to minimize the experimental uncertainty. The data are listed in Table S1. Fig. 4B shows
the comparison of the q1 versus Va obtained in the present work

Fig. 3. Volume change of Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG through the polyamorphic
transition. Relative volume change (V/V0) obtained by TXM (solid red balls)
as a function of pressure compared with the power-law calculations of q1
(2.5 power law: blue diamonds, 3.0 power law: green squares). The secondorder BM-EOS is used to fit the HDA and LDA data, which yields the HDA volume
at ambient pressure V0-HDA = (0.912 ± 0.003) V0-LDA (density ρ0-LDA ∼ 6.79 g/cm3),
and the HDA isothermal bulk modulus K0-HDA = 48.6 ± 1.2 GPa (red dashed line).
The black dashed line was simulated by the second-order BM-EOS using experimental value K0-LDA = 33.0 GPa.

with that from ref. 19. A power-law fitting of the data obtained
on the seven MGs yields an exponent of 2.54 ± 0.05, i.e., Va =
(216.75 ± 9.64)*(1/q1)2.54 ± 0.05. This result further confirms that
the noncubic 2.5 power law is general for pure composition tuning
of MGs. But, it should be noted that in Fig. 4B the data obtained
in this work are still embedded in the data set from ref. 19 showing
no essential difference between them. Therefore, the refined exponent of 2.5 obtained in our experiments also further confirms
the validity of the close noncubic exponent of 2.3 power law obtained based on different data sets in ref. 19.
According to the P
Debye equation, the XRD static structure
factor S(q) = (1/N) bibjsin(qrij)/qrij regardless of the specific
atomic structure, where N is the total number of atoms in the
system, bi,bj represent the X-ray scattering length of atom i and j,
respectively, q is the scattering vector, and rij is the interatomic
distance between atoms i and j. In an ideal case, if there is only
uniform volume scaling down, i.e., all of the interatomic distances
rij simply shrink by the same rate with the shrunk distance rij′ = arij
(0 < a < 1), the structure factor will be constant (no phase
transition), i.e., S(q′) = S(q), then we will have the scattering
vector q′ = q/a. This means all of the peak positions in S(q) will
simply shift by the same factor of 1/a in q space. Thus, the cubic
power law Va∝(rij)3∝a3∝(1/q1)3 will naturally hold if there is no
structural transition (e.g., compression of a cubic crystalline phase).
This has been the basis of thermal volume expansion measurements in MGs using XRD (33). But, if there is a structural
transition (symmetry breaking), the cubic power law will break.
During the polyamorphic transition of the Ce68Al10Cu20Co2
MG, pressure and composition are closely associated “equivalent” parameters, which cause the same volume (density) change
together. Therefore, the result in this work demonstrates that the
2.5 power law is general for tuning with composition in MGs as
well, implying a unified underlying mechanism exists for pressure
and/or composition tuning of MGs. Through the polyamorphic
transition, there is marked structural change (28). According to the
foregoing discussion, this polyamorphic structural change will break
down the cubic power law. Hence, obviously the noncubic power law
discovered in Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MGs must be intimately associated
with the structural change caused by pressure and composition
tuning. Moreover, it should be noted that under compression,
different element components in a multiple-component MG
1716 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525390113

system usually have different mechanical responses to pressure; as a
result, it will cause structural modifications as well (36). Meanwhile
most compositional variation in MGs involves considerable structural change (37). Structure change is a common variable inevitably
involved in the composition or pressure tuning of MGs.
Therefore, it is reasonable that the cubic power law breaks down
during the pressure and/or composition tuning of MGs, but the
exactness and universality of the alternative noncubic (2.5) power
law are surprising. It implies that the structural change in MGs is
not random, but follows a general, strict rule, which defines the 2.5
power law. Next, why is the structure change of MGs strictly constrained rather than random? In contrast to the open network
structure of conventional glasses constrained by charge neutrality
and directional covalent bonding, MGs have more degrees of
freedom with nondirectional metallic bonding. The structure of
MGs is packing-dominated; efficient, dense packing of various
atoms/clusters is one basic structural feature [e.g., the density difference between the glass and its crystalline counterpart is often
less than 0.5% in MGs (38), whereas it can be up to ∼20% in SiO2
network glass (39)]. To achieve the densest possible packing of

Fig. 4. General 2.5 power law for V-q1 in MGs. (A) Relative volume change
(V/V0) as a function of relative q1 shifting (q1/q10) in Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG
through its polyamorphic transition. Data of other regular MGs from ref. 24
are plotted for comparison. (B) Average atomic volume Va versus q1 tuned by
composition. The data obtained in the present work (blue circles) are compared with the data from ref. 19 (red triangles). The 2.3 power law and cubic
power law are shown in dotted line and dashed line, respectively, for
comparison. Axes in A and B are all shown in a logarithmic scale.
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Conclusions
In this work, we directly measured the volume V and diffraction
peak position q1 of the Ce68Al10Cu20Co2 MG through its firstorder polyamorphic transition, and of seven MGs with different
compositions at ambient pressure. The pressure and/or composition tuning of MGs all strictly obey the same 2.5 power law,
revealing a similar nature. Therefore, a general rule (the 2.5
power law) correlating the structure with properties of MGs is
established. The well-constrained structure change during pressure and/or composition tuning is suggested to be the mechanism
of this general rule. The dimensionality of 2.5 implies the fractal
nature of MG structure. The 2.5 power law may be a necessary
and sufficient condition for defining an MG system from the
structural perspective which sets them apart from other totally
disordered or highly ordered systems. The results in this work
may have important implications for understanding the structure
of MGs, and even the disorder packing problems in general.

using the Archimedes principle on an analytical balance (Mettler ToledoXS205DU) with accuracy of 0.01 mg.
In situ high-pressure angle-dispersive XRD experiments with a wavelength
of 0.3738 Å and a focused beam size of approximately 6 × 7 μm2 were
performed at beamline 16-ID-B of the High Pressure Collaborative Access
Team (HPCAT), Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The samples were all cut into approximate 50 × 50 × 20-μm3
chips, and then were loaded into a symmetrical DAC along with a tiny ruby
ball beside the sample as a pressure calibrant (44). The gasket was T301
stainless steel. Helium was loaded in a DAC at sector 13, APS, ANL as the
pressure-transmitting medium. The pressure fluctuation estimated from the
pressures measured before and after each exposure was found to be less
than 0.2 GPa. The background scattering was collected at each pressure by
shining the X-ray beam on the empty area inside the sample chamber, which
only went through helium and two diamond anvils. The XRD measurements
of the seven ambient MG samples were performed without DAC but using
the same experiment setup with in situ high-pressure XRD experiments.
The TXM experiments were performed at beamline 6–2 of the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. To simplify the experiment and the reconstruction, the Ce68Al10Cu20Co2
BMG sample was cut into a nearly cylindrical shape (∼15 μm in height and
∼10 μm in diameter) with high-quality surface using focused ion beam (FIB) in
the Stanford Nanocharacterization Laboratory (FEI Strata 235 Dual-Beam FIB/
SEM). A beryllium (Be) gasket with cubic BN/epoxy insert was prepared, which
can reliably maintain the thickness of the sample chamber above 30 μm up to
20 GPa (24). Silicone oil was loaded into a cross-DAC as the pressure-transmitting medium with two tiny ruby balls close to the sample as the pressure
calibrant. Some gold fiducial markers were loaded as well beside the sample for
accurate alignment in the tomographic reconstruction. The full-field TXM was
used for tomography data (2D projection images) acquisition. The field of view
was ∼40 μm while the 2D spatial resolving power of the microscope is better
than 40 nm. The sample was illuminated by a 9.4 keV conical X-ray beam created by a capillary condenser. The raw 2D projection images of 2,048 × 2,048
pixels were collected every degree with the exposure time of 10 s during sample
rotation from −90° to 90°(examples are shown in Fig. S1). Then the raw 2D
images were processed using TXM-Wizard software (45). The algebraic reconstruction technique algorithm was applied to each sinogram with 15 iteration cycles, and the 3D structure was obtained by stacking the
reconstructed slices in order (46). Automatic 3D segmentation using the
Avizo (Version 8.0.1, Visualization Science Group) was performed to calculate the sample volume at various pressures, which is proportional to the
number of voxels within 3D segmentation.

MG rods with a diameter of 1–2 mm were prepared by copper mold casting.
The glass nature of prepared rods was examined by XRD and differential
scanning calorimetry. Sample densities at ambient conditions were measured
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